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What makes us different?

Years of experience delivering
a proven solution

Architecture for speed, reliability,
and scalability

HSTpathways is a comprehensive ASC Surgery Software
System. The company is located in the technology
corridor of Silicon Valley and has been serving customers
nationwide since 2005. The HSTpathways solution suite
incorporates all of the features and functionality needed
to efficiently operate an outpatient surgery center.

Whether your facility is an independent ASC with limited
IT resources or a management company seeking the
most technologically advanced enterprise ASC software
solution, HSTpathways is capable of exceeding your
technology needs. HSTpathways was built utilizing a
scalable architecture to create a secure environment that
is unparalleled in delivering data integrity, stability and
performance. HSTpathways’ hosted cloud environment
is backed by nationally recognized security certifications
required by publically traded companies and a wellestablished track record of 99.999% uptime dating back
to 2008. The solution includes a proactive monitoring
interface engine giving you the flexibility to connect with
other ASC vendors and local hospitals via HL7 standards
and protocols. HSTpathways is the solution to lower your
ASC’s cost of ownership while maintaining the highest
level of performance in the ASC industry.

The cloud-based application spans freestanding
ambulatory surgery centers, multi-facility corporate
enterprises, and joint ventures with hospitals.
The solution encompasses:
•
•
•
•
•

Surgical scheduling		
Inventory management and case costing
EHR clinical workflow		
Billing and collections
Comprehensive Reporting

www.hstpathways.com

Value that extends the complete patient
care continuum
Operating ASCs efficiently and cost effectively is essential
in today’s healthcare environment. With the HSTpathways
surgery center information system, you have all the tools
necessary to maximize revenue and optimize both the
business and clinical processes in the center. Maximize and
analyze your block schedule utilization with the included
scheduling module. Utilize the full HSTpathways and
HSTeChart solutions to have true case costing and inventory
tracking. This allows a center to capture every dollar spent
while evaluating areas for savings and automating the
purchase order process. With the Patient Responsibility
Estimator and Real-time Insurance Verification, you can
be sure to increase your collections at the point of service
and reduce claim rejections for invalid demographics.
Post electronic remittance advices (ERAs) with just a few
clicks. ERA posting is quick, accurate, and allows for a more
comprehensive denials tracking process. When you do have
claim denials, HSTpathways includes a Workflow Manager to
help you establish work queues for your staff with efficient
ways to follow up on outstanding accounts receivables and
aging balances.

Successful implementations and quality
support is a company-wide commitment
HSTpathways Professional Services team leads the ASC
industry in providing superior training, implementation and
support. The team has extensive industry knowledge and
strives to provide an optimum customer service experience
by delivering prompt responses. Customers have a voice
in directing product development and providing input on
best practice workflows. HSTpathways encourages “user to
user” interaction and proactively engages customers on the
HST User Community Portal. The users can post questions
to other users on the forum, watch product training videos,
and participate in ongoing workflow and training webinars
hosted by one of the HSTpathways Professional Services team
experts.
Effective and successful training is the single most important
factor to a customer’s satisfaction with an information system.
HSTpathways presents experienced training professionals
who understand the ASC industry. Our training professionals
will assist you in merging your current processes with the
software application features and functions. We will tailor a
combination of web-based and on-site training sessions to
meet your current and future requests.

Software solutions
for Ambulatory
Surgery Centers

HSTpathways ASC Surgery Software
system encompasses all of the features
and functionality needed to efficiently
operate an outpatient surgery center. The
application includes surgical scheduling,
supply chain management, insurance
and patient billing, accounts receivable
collections, and state reporting.

HSTeChart is a new way to chart. This
ASC charting solution offers real-time
data sharing, flexible configuration, true
concurrent charting, chart completion
status, consistent navigation, and
optimized clinical practice. Collaboration,
speed, and flexibility are the pillars of
HSTeChart designed entirely for the
Ambulatory Surgery Center setting.

HSTanesthesia practice management
software is specifically designed for
practice revenue cycle management.
HSTanesthesia can accommodate all of the
billing, collections, and quality reporting
requirements and seamlessly works in
concert with HST pathways ASC software
to maximize data sharing and rapid
anesthesia billing.

About HST
HST was founded by Tom Hui in 2005 to address the information system needs of the ASC industry. Tom was
founder and President of SIS (later known as SurgiSource) from 1989 to 2001. When HST was established, Mr.
Hui assembled an experienced team of engineers and surgery center professionals to develop HSTpathways. The
team’s commitment is to restore integrity, confidence, reliability, and competition in ASC Information Systems.
That commitment is still the foundation of the company today.
We value our customers as true partners; your success is our success. Your software solution should be your
greatest asset in trying to achieve your performance goals at the lowest total cost of ownership. Many surgery
centers already enjoy the benefits brought by HSTpathways. Find out why so many surgery centers have already
selected HSTpathways and hear about their positive experiences!

What you can expect from us

Superior customer service and support
staff who care

Complete solutions that span the ASC
patient care continuum

Adaptable workflows to rapidly adjust
for non-routine events

Reliable platform providing peace of mind
for both large and small centers
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